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IMPORTANCE OF THE AUTOMOBILE
ON OUR WAY OF LIFE
day of your life - perhaps much, much more than you
realize. The fact that there are cars, trucks and buses
means you have many benefits you wouldn't otherwise
enjoy. Of course the motor vehicle is a powerful machine. It is capable of rapid movement and, most of
the time, must mingle with other vehicles on the roads
and streets. Because these things are so, it takes great
skill to drive a car properly. Good driving is really a
challenge. You might call it the challenge of the highway. As an interested and alert person, you will want
to be able to meet that challenge skillfully when you
start to drive. The more you learn about a car, the
greater your respect will be for the way it can perform
- when used and handled properly.
A good starting point in learning about cars probably
is finding out exactly how the motor vehicle concerns
your way of life and, importantly, the lives of your
relatives, your friends, your neighbors and of others.
For a few moments, think about the multitude of things
cars do.
Well, the motor vehicle is a distance shortener and a
time-saver. While it still is just as far from here to
there as it was 50 years ago, the automobile covers the
distance for you a lot quicker than a horse and buggy
ever could.
Beaches, parks, mountain resorts and other places of
recreation and amusement are brought closer to you
by the automobile. How long do you think it would
have taken for the vacation trip you enjoyed so much
last summer if you had traveled as your great-grandparents were forced to do?

You're inquisitive about automobiles. You like them.
Actually much of your life is spent in motor vehicles.
Some day, no doubt, you will own one. That exciting
day, of course, is a few years away. Much closer to
reality, though, is the day when yo will be old enough
to get a permit to rive. B tween now and then you
will learn a lot about a car - what makes it run, how
to acquire the skill necessary to operate it properly,
and many other interesting thin s. That's why you are
taking part m this Automotive Care and Safety Project.
But right now, while you're at pre-driving age, how
important are motor vehicles - cars, trucks and buses
-to you?
Deciding on the importance of something, especially
something we are used to, isn't always simple. One
way that sometimes works, .is to try to imagine what
life would be without it. Suppose there weren't any
cars. That idea isn't so easy to picture either, is it?
That's because you and your friends have grown up
with the automobile. You take it for granted. Indeed,
in this 20th Century, the car is an everyday necessity
like food, clothing and a home.
For most families, though, the automobile represents
a large investment of money. In many cases, . nothing
else a family owns, except, perhaps, a house, a farm,
or land, costs more than the car. Do you have any
idea what your folk s' automobile is worth, or how much
is spent each month to ru n it? Both items are probably
pretty big sums.
Regardless of the cost, or whether or not your family
even owns one, motor vehicles do a lot for you every
5
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As a result of modem highway transportation, your
school is bigger, better-equipped and more centrallylocated. You can attend football, basketball and baseball games at rival schools because the cars and buses
furnish quick, low-cost transportation. And the drive-in
theater is an entertainment dividend of the motor age.
The car makes life much more convenient for your
parents, too. Because of the automobile, your father
can live in the suburbs or the country yet go to work
in the city each day, even though it may be many miles
away. The big shopping centers and super-markets
wouldn't be available if cars weren't part of the American way of life.
·
The automobile speeds doctors and nurses to the
sick; brings hospitals and clinics closer to those in need.
Can you recall a time in your own community when

lives were saved because medical aid was put within
quick reach by a car or an ambulance?
Things you need and use every day - food, fuel,
medicine and mail - get to you faster and at lower cost
for transportation by means of streets and highways.
The products of farms, factories and canneries are
moved quickly to markets and stores in trucks. Indeed,
almost everything you eat, wear or otherwise use, travels at least part of its journey from producer to consumer by highway.
The widespread use of cars, trucks and buses creates
need for many businesses unknown a few decades ago.
Some of these are tourist courts and motels, garages
and vehicle dealerships. Manufacture of the motor
vehicle also has created a vastly expanded market for
· numerous raw materials, and manufactured products.

•

Simply stated, highway transportation helps make
America great. In general, the wealth of our country
has increased in step with the growth of automotive
use. The United States truly is a nation on wheels most of them rubber-tired. How does this concern you?
Contrast life in America with the situation in other
countries where motor vehicle use still is in the infant
stage. You will see clearly that the United States is far
ahead. In the other countries, the enormous costs of
primitive forms of transportation put a giant brake on
the whole economy.
Many other things that the automobile does could be
mentioned. Undoubtedly others are occurring to you.
All of them are good. All of them, directly or indirectly, help you.
So far, though, you have thought only about the

benefits of automotive use - the plus side. But there's
another one - you might call it the minus side. This
should get some consideration; for it, too, has great
bearing on your daily living.
Every year motor vehicle use results in thousands of
deaths and hundreds of thousands of injuries on the
nation's roads and streets. Highway accidents cause
property damage amounting to billions of dollars. Perhaps you remember a traffic accident in which someone
you know was hurt or had their car damaged. Remember the great pain and inconvenience the accident
caused your friend?
A great portion of the highway toll can be avoided
simply through proper use of the automobile; through
driving skillfully and with due regard for others. In
short, ·whether the motor vehicle is a blessing or a
curse depends on you.

LET'S DISCUSS
Read through quickly and check whether you agree or disagree. Then discuss the questions together. You
might wan_t to try these on your family also.
Agree Disagree

1. My family could get along without an auto. ________________________________________________________________________________ _
2. Automobiles are more important to rural people ·than to city people. _____________________________________ _

•

3. Automobiles are too powerful today. -------------------------------------------------------------:-----------------------,--4. For most families the automobile represents a large investment. -------------------------------------------5. Motor vehicles have created a need for many businesses unknown a few decades ago. ---------:--6. More people are injured or killed in auto accidents than by any other cause. -------------------------7. Most automobile accidents could be prevented. ------------------------------------------------------------------------- - 8. Most teen-agers know how to drive properly when they reach legal age. ----------------------------- - -

LET'S DO
Each member is to do the following:
l . List the five main ways the car is used by your family.

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.
2. What changes would have to be made if suddenly the re were no automobiles in your community?
3. How far do you travel
-

to see a doctor or dentist ___________________________________________ ·--------------------------------------------------------·_______________________ miles

-

to go to church ------------------------------------____________ --------------------------------------------------------_______________ mi 1es
to go to school _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ miles

-

to do most of your shopping ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ miles

4. What do you do now in the care of your family car? What do you and your family think you could do as a
part of this project in caring for your family car?
5. Find out from your parents how much they paid for their car. How long do they plan to keep it?
7. If a person earns $50 a week, how long would it take at that rate to purchase the average low-priced car using
the entire amount each week?
7. Report on the most interesting auto trip that your family has taken in your present automobile.
8. Discuss any auto accidents which have occurred in your family during the past year?
9. Divide your club into smaller groups and do the following:
a. Find out how many registered motor vehicles there are in your county.
b. Talk to an exchange student or a person who has traveled in another country and obtain from him information about the motor vehicle and its use in that country.
c. Talk to three neighbors and find out what concerns each most as a driver in your community.
8
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TRAFFIC CODE AND YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY AS A DRIVER

Driving is~ privilege!
It is a privilege that should be granted only to those
who can demonstrate that they are qualified. It is not an
inherent right such as those rights, for example, guaranteed to you by the Constitution.
A driver's permit, or license, will be issued to you by
the State only when you reach the legal age and meet
cert~in qualifications. Many states also issue a temporary
.
permit to be used until a regular permit is issued.
When you become eligible, you can ·apply for your
driver's permit at the nearest office of the division
or department qf your state government which handles
motor vehicle matters. You can get detailed information about applying from your local police station.
The system of driver licensing - and other Jaws
concerning motor vehicle use and ownership - are
established for the mutual protection of all highway.
users. They are designed to help you and the millions
of other American motorists en joy safe an·d· efficient
travel. Called laws, ordinances and regulations, they
make up the traffic codes of t_he states and cities. The

APPLICATION Jl'OBII

80IJTII DAKOTA BESTBICTED SCHOOL PERlllT
APPLICATION FORM-SOUTH DAKOTA RESTRICl'ED
FARM WORK PEBIIIT

purpose of these motor vehicle regulations is the same
as the laws and rules you meet daily in other phases of
your act1v1t1es. These laws reflect the desire of a majority of citizens to make motor vehicle use as safe as
9
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The basic purpose of motor vehicle laws is the same
everywhere. Unfortunately, however, they are not yet
uniform in every state.
"Rules of the Road" cover all situations which might
occur while you are driving or walking. Some of these,
for example, are accidents, driving on the right hand
side of the road, over-taking and passing, turning movements, pedestrian and vehicle rights-of-way, speed,
traffic signs, signals and markings, and what to do in
the event you are involved in an accident. As a driver,
it will be your responsibility to be familiar with the
"Rules of the Road." You can get acquainted with

possible and, at the same time, to give you your traditional American freedom in a way that is fair to all.
Failure to follow the traffic regulations can have
fatal results. If you violate the laws, you also must be
prepared to accept penalties, including the taking away
of your privilege to drive.
For your own protection and that of others, you will
want to learn to observe strictly all motor vehicle laws.
The most important ones are called "Rules of the
Road." They are the ones which govern your actions
each time you drive or walk on the highway. "Rules
of the Road" are not complicated; they simply set forth
the courtesy and respect you normally should show
others whq share the roads and streets with you.

DOE, JOHN M.

Sl1lffT ADOnSS 011 Lf.D.

ON -IOI M0T0II 'I/IHICU! 011 TLU.11 COACH -

NO LIENS 011

l!NCII-
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THI fOUOWIHO UlNS Oil l!NCUMNANC!S.

SOUTH OAKt

them before that time, though, by getting a copy from
your state motor vehicle agency and studying it.
All states require drivers to be financially responsible
in the event of an accident. This requirement is covered
by the safety responsibility law, or as it is called in
some states, the financial responsibility law. Regardless
of its name, this law requires all drivers involved in an
accident to be able to pay damages. If, after an accident, you are unable to show proof you can pay damages if found to be at fault, your privilege of driving
will be taken away. This privilege will not be reinstated
until you pay any damages assessed against you.
Provisions of the safety responsibility law may be
met by posting money or some other form of wealth
with the state, or by proving you are covered by an
automobile public liability and property -damage insurance policy.
The basic purpose of the safety responsibility law
is to protect innocent drivers against losses resulting
from an accident involving another vehicle.
Whenever you become the owner of a motor vehicle,
there are certain other laws you must follow, in addition to those which. apply to you as a driver. These
include regulations concerning title and registration.
Title is the legal ownership of a motor vehicle. Title
is shown in various ways, depending on state requirements. Most states issue a "certificate of title." This

Prepared by SAFETY DEPARTMENT

DIVISION OF MOTOR PATROL
State Highway Commi11ion •

•

Pierre, South Dakota
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dence of ownership. The primary purpose of registration is to collect a tax from the owner for the privilege
of using the highways. Registration also provides a
means of identification. This is shown by the registration card and license plates issued each owner of. a
registered motor vehicle.

certificate establishes the owner's interest in the vehicle.
It also helps reduce theft of cars, because the certificate
( or other document required by the state) must be
·
transferred when a motor vehicle is sold.
All states require registration of motor vehicles. To
register a motor vehicle, a person must produce evi-

LET'S DISCUSS
Please .mark (T) True or (F) False or make the proper choice before discussing it together:
1. A temporary permit entitles you . to drive a car as you desire. ---------------------------------------------------------------2. A temporary permit is good for only 60 days. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - 3. Once you get your operator's license, you are set for life. -------------------------------------------------------------------- _ _
4. A resident of another state who moves to South D akota can use the driver 's license from the other state. _____________________ _

5. Drivers under 21 years of age and their parents are jointly responsible for damages in case of automobile accidents.
6. Your driver's license can be suspended if you are found guilty of reckless driving. ______________ _ _
7. When you drive an automobile, you must be able to pay the damages in case of accident if you are
at fault. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - - ------------ _ _
8. At intersections where stop signs or signals are not erected, who has the right-of-way? (A. Vehicle
approaching on right) ( B. Vehicle approaching on left) ( C. Neither vehicle). ________ _ ___________ _ _
9. A red flashing light at the intersection means the driver (A. Must stop and yield right-of-way) (B. May.
pass through with caution without a stop) (C. Must stop for at least 10 seconds). ____________________ _ _
10. When entering or crossing a highway from a farm driveway, the driver must (A. Look both ways and
proceed with caution, stopping only if necessary) ( B. Approach fast so he can cross in a hurry) ( C.
Stop and yield the right of way). ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ _ _
11. The major responsibility for reducing traffic accidents rests with (A. Police officers) (B. Our courts,
. which should impose larger fines) ( C. The drivers of cars). -----------------------------12. A pedestrian is crossing the street in a crosswalk on a green light, but the signal changes while he is still
in the street. Who must yield the right-of-way? (A. The motorist) (B. The pedestrian) (C. Neither). _ _

11

LET'S DO
Do individually or as a group and report to your club:
I. Obtain driver's handbook from state driver licensing authority and ·learn all the "Rules _of the Road" for
your state.
2. Demonstrate to your club the ·hand and arm signals for driving used in your state.
3. Sketch the traffic signs, signals and markings found in your state.

4. On trips out-of-state, did you find traffic signs, signals and markings different from those in your own community?
5. If you do not have insurance, what are the kinds or amounts of proof required under your safety responsibility law?
6. What do you feel are the major responsibilities when operating a motor vehicle in your state?
7. What are the pedestrian rights and duties in your state?
8. List and explain the speed limits in your state.
9. When must you remain at the scene of an accident and when must you report it to the proper authorities?

t)

l 0. Try a new method of having group discussion in your club. Here is a brief illustration of a situation involv-

ing a group of teen-agers. You can develop this further and then take about 10 minutes to dramatize the
situation. Following that, discuss the situation together to try to arrive. at your own conclusion about the
privilege of driving and your responsibilities as a driver.
A group of five or six teen-agers are having a Coke after -school in a local store. Bill Phillips, one of the
boys, is saying:

"You know, we were talking about highway safety this afternoon in Social Studies. We really got
into a hot discussion when Tom Peters said he thought that driving is a privilege you earn. I can't
quite understand that. It seems to me that we all pay for our cars and the roads are paid for by ·taxes
from everybody. So, wouldn't you say it is a right that we all have, not a privilege?"
Kay Hansen interrupted, "I was there, too. That remark started me thinking about driving
and the difference between a right and a privilege. We have rights in free speech and other things, but
in thinking about driving it seems a little different. Cars are so powerful today; somebody has to see
_ to it that the lives of all the people are protected."
"Well, we get training all through school about what our rights are and what the rights of all
people are, and many things we can do are realJy privileges since all people must be considered," commented Dick Johnson. "You know we don't Ii ve in this world by ourselves, and everybody is safer when
he considers the other fellow."
Well, there's the introduction! Now add on to the illustration as you wish and try acting out the scene to
stimulate thinking and discussion in your group.
12
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HIGHWAY SAFETY

Killed were 38,300 people. That toll is equal to the
entire population of many cities in our nation. Can you
imagine all the people in, say Rapid City, South Dakota
being wiped out by a single disaster? Well, the .1955
national motor vehicle fatalities toll numbered as many
people as live in Rapid City, South Dakota.
Injured were 1,350,000 people-just about two times as
many people as live in the state of South Dakota.
Of the 38,300 who died in traffic, 8,200 were pedestrians. How many people is 8,200? Approximately the
population of Brookings, Yankton, or Lead, South
Dakota.

Traffic accidents don't happen - they are caused.
You plan to learn to drive. After you are given that
privilege and you take a motor vehicle out on the highway, you will be exposed to the possibility of accidents.
Your cha1lenge is to avoid accidents. Most accidents
can be avoided because they are caused by human error.
They take place, for the mo.st part, because someone
does something wrong.
The practice of highway safety simply is doing things
. right when you are using the. roads and streets. You
can learn to do things right; indeed, you must, so you
can help keep our highways safe for yourself and for
others who use them.
Let's take a brief look at the traffic accident situation
in the United States, then consider some of the things
we can do to improve it.
The traffic accident picture is expressed in statistics
because that is the best way to do it. Each statistic,
though, actually stands for a real person - someone
who lost his or her life on the highway; someone who
was crippled permanently, or someone who was injured
but was fortunate enough to recover.
The latest year for which complete, nation-wide
statistics are available is 1955. All the figures used here
are· for that year. What do those figures show?
13

Three of every four of the 38,300. killed met death
in the· rural areas of our nation. Considering only the
drivers of motor vehicles involved in fatal accidents,
82 per cent were residents of the state in which the
accident occurred. Of the 82 per cent, 62 per cent lived
within 25 miles of the accident scene.

You probably can quickly think of a number of other
ways by which you can show a good attitude on the
highway. Actually, a good attitude can be said to
extend to just about everything you do when you drive.
A rather simple thing, for example, like allowing yourself enough time to reach some place so you won't have
to drive faster than you should. If you try honestly to
develop a good attitude, you will want- to be sure your
vehicle is in safe operating condition at all times that the brakes and steering mechanism are in proper
working order - the lights in correct adjustment the horn working - the windshield wipers operating the tires in safe condition.
You will want to stay alert on the highways; be sure
you aren't too tired, or sleepy, to drive. You will want
to devote full time and attention to your driving and this is an important part of the skill you are trying to
acquire - you will ·want to try to anticipate what other
drivers are going to do. Also, you will want to watch
out for, and obey, all directional and warning signs,
signals and markings. Remember, they are installed
on the highways to help you and other motorists move
safely and efficiently.
You will want, of course, to drive within the speed
limits and to be especially careful to pass other cars
only when the traffic makes it safe to do so. You will
want always to give signals other motorists ( and ~destrians) can see and understand when you are going to
change lanes, stop, or make a turn. And, of course,
you will want to handle your car at all times in keeping
with the weather, conditions of the road and of visibility.
Development of a good attitude really begins long
before you actually start to drive. It begins with realizing the responsibilities you owe to yourself and to
others after you get your permit and become a driver.
To get the skill you will want, requires good training.
The best way to get this training is in a high school
driver education course. If this course is offered in
your school, you should enroll.
Practicing highway safety isn't hard. It really pays
off, too. If you try to do the things discussed in this
section - bo~h in your pre-driving training and after
you take over the wheel of a car - you will be doing
your part.

On America's farms in 1955, a total of 13,000 persons died as a result of accidents · of all types. The
greatest single · cause was the motor vehicle accident
which accounted for 5,700 of the deaths. About the same
number of lives would be lost if the population of Pierre,
South Dakota was suddenly exterminated.

These figures - each representing a human being show that traffic accidents are a serious problem in the
United States. This problem results almost entirely
from the improper use of our roads anq streets.
When the problem is considered from another angle
- the number of accidents in relationship to the number of miles driven - the situation shows great improvement over the years. This way of looking at it is
caUed the rate of deaths or rate of accidents.
Because of the great increase in the number of motor
vehicles and the miles they are driven, your exposure
to accidents is higher than was that of your parents
when they started driving years ago. Despite this, much
progress has been made in reducing the death and accident rates. However, far, far too many people are
killed and in ju red each year.
Certainly, when you start driving, you will want to
do all you can to drive as safely as possible. By operating your car skillfully, you will ·shoulder automatically
the responsibilities which go with your privilege of
driving.
What are some of the things you can do?
First, you can have a good attitude. Safety experts
agree this is one of the most important things in driving. If you stay in the right frame of mind when you
are behind the wheel, you will find it much easier to
be a good driver. The word "attitude" has a number
_ of definitions. In connection with your driving, you
might define "attitude" as "a way of acting" or "a way
of behaving."
Poor attitude, according to the experts, is the greatest
single cause of traffic accidents. It stands to reason
that if you maintain a good attitude, it will help you
prevent, rather than cause, accidents. Since this is a
personal thing, it is something you can accomplish
. simply because you want to.
Good attitude is best displayed in the use of courtesy.
Courtesy is especially important on the highway. If
you fail to show it there, you can .easily cause an accident. That failure is one which can have fatal results.
A good safety slogan to remember after you start driving is "Make Courtesy Your Code of the Road."
14
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(ALL SPEEDS OVER 60)
•DRIVERS INVOLVED IN FATAL ACCIDENTS PER 1,000 DRIVERS INVOLVED 1·N INJURY ACCIDENTS.

LET'S -DISCUSS

NATIONAL SAFETY COIINC/L

Now that you have become aware of the seriousness of the highway accident problem, list some ways that
the situation can be remedied.
--------------------------------·--- - - --

- - --

-

- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -

------------------------ - - - - - - - - - - - -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Describe or demonstrate safe passing procedures.
··-------------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List "Rules of the Road" for the pedestrian to observe. Diagram one or more situations illustrating pedestrian
rules.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------

--------------

--- ----- ---- -------- ---- ------ - ----- --- --------- --- ----- --------- --- - -- --- - -- - ---- - --- ... - - - -- ----- ---- -- ------ - ----- - -- ----- ----- ------- ---- -- ------------------------ ---- - --- ------

What are attitudes? (Your definition)
----------- - --- ---------- --- ---- ------ -- ----- -- ---- --- ---------- -- -- --- -------- --- ------ -- -- - -- - - -- - --- -- ----- ---- --- --- -- -- - -------- - ---- --- --- --- ----- ---- ---------------------------- - - ----- - ----- -- --------- ------- --- ------ -- --- --- ------- - - - -- - --- ----- --- --- ------ -- -- -- --- -- --- -- ------- - --- -- - ----- --- - -- -- -- -- -- -- ------- --- ------- - -- --- - -

--

--------------------------------------------------- --- ------ - -- -- -- -- - ------ . --- -- ------ ---- -- -- - ---- - -- - -- - --- -- ------ -- ----- --- -- --- -- ----- -- - ---- -------- ---- ----- ------ ------- - -

15

Why are attitudes important in safe driving?

Identify six good driving habits you have observed in your community.

What are the opportunities available to you to learn to drive?

What are safe highways?

What is the population of your county or city? ___________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

LET'S DO
As a group select to do two or more of the following activities:
1. a. Invite an informed person in your community or county to talk to your club. Ask him to describe a
serious accident he has seen. From that each member could diagram how the accident occurred. What were
the major factors causing it? Speakers might include motor club officials; local or state police; judges or
traffic court magistrates; driver education instructors; automobile dealers; insurance representatives, and
motor vehicle department officials.
b. If you have seen an accident, diagram the situation. In your own mind determine the causes and how the
accident might have been avoided.
2. Sponsor club exhibits on highway safety at your local, county or state shows and fairs, or in local stores.
3. Prepare and present demonstrations on . safety .subjects such as:
a. Walking on the highway.
b. Riding the school bus.
c. Riding a bicycle safely.
4. Form teams in your club and debate resolutions such as:
"Cars in poor condition are responsible for too large a percentage of our highway accidents."
"There should be compulsory periodic motor vehicle inspections."
"There should be periodic re-examination of applicants for operators' licenses."
5. Present a program on some phase of highway safety before the school, PTA, service clubs, or other organizations, and seek the organization's support in promoting it.
6. Find out if there is a highway safety program or safety council in your community. How could your club
support it?
7. Check to see that cars, trucks, bicycles, tractors, trailers and farm machinery belonging to your family which
travel the highways at night are properly lighted.
8. Establish a shelf or library of free highway safety literature.
9 . Promote Dad-to-Daughter and Man-to-Man Good Driving Agreements in your group. Information can be
obtained from your Highway Safety Council.
10. Work toward community support for a driver education program in your high school through the Student
Council and other groups.
11. Clip the daily newspaper for one month for articles on motor vehicle accidents and highway safety.

16
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HIGHWAY HAZARD HUNTA co·M MUNITY ACTIVITY '

LET'S DO
1 . Highway Hazard Hunt
Obtain a road map from your county highway commissioner or your police officials. Study carefully the
roads in your community. Being familiar with these
highways will be very helpful to you after you learn
to drive because you will do most of your traveling
over them. Especially should you be aware of any
hazardous conditions they might present.
After you have studied the map, conduct a field
trip. It is suggested this trip might be planned by your
club for you and your parents to do together. See
how many hazards you can locate. The following are
examples of possible hazards:
a. Hidden entrances onto highways.
b. "Blind" curves.
c. Mail boxes obscured by weeds or other growth.
d.- Soft road shoulders.
e. Broken pavements and holes in the road.
As you find hazards, mark their locations on the
map. When you return from the field trip, study the
hazards you have found. Discuss with your leader
what your group might do to correct them or to help
have them corrected.
A good driver is always on the alert for road hazards.
He learns to watch automatically for them and to take
action to avoid them. The importance of doing this is
indicated in the following statement from the publication, "Accident Facts":
"Obstruction to Vision. In nearly 1 out of 7 fatal
accidents, the driver's vision was obscured, according
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each accident, think about the causes. A sample form is
printed at the end of this section and should be
filled out.
When you have collected the facts about local accidents, try·to-determine the leading causes. When these
are established, your group's effort can be built around
a program that will educate your community in safe
driving practices. Organize a safety committee in your
club to coordinate your work. Ask your local police
officials to aid you in collecting. and interpreting the
facts and in completing the accident report form .

to reports for 1955 from 18 states. In two out of
five cases, the obstruction was on the vehicle itself,
such as rain, snow or sleet on the windshield.
"About one-third of the obstructions were trees,
buildings~ and other things .along the highway or adjacent to it. In most of the remaining cases, the obstructions were other cars, some moving, some parked."
2. Accident Location Map
.
Use the road map on which you marked the hazards
and keep a record of the location of motor vehicle
accidents in your community for one month. Also, for

LET'S DISCUSS
1. Discuss the hazards found on your field trip.

2. What did you find to be the most common hazards?
3. How can these hazards be corrected? What can your club do to help correct them?

4. ____________________________ miles of highway and roads are in my county. The leading cause of fatal accidents in
my county is ______ _ -------------------------- -------------------------------------------------The most common highway hazard is ______________________________________________________________________________________________ .

5. What community agencies helped you in your highway safety program?

4-H Highway Safety Project Accident Form
Name of Driver_____________________ _ _____ .------------------------------------

______Age __________ Sex _________ _

Address ------------------------- ____
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - --- .- --------------Occupation ___________
-----------------------------------------------Name of Driver______ _ _______________________________________________________________ Age __________Sex_________ _
Address ____________________

- - --- -------------------------------------------

Occupation -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------County __________ --------------------------------------- ·-------------------------------Location of Accident _ _ _ __ ·------------------------------------------------------------------ ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - Date____________

(Street, Highway , or County Road)

Time ________________________ No. of Vehicles Involved __________ Property Damage _________ _

Cause of Accident ( speed, passing on hill or curve, mechanical defects, etc.) ___________
Violations Indicated ------------------------------------------ __ _ _ _ _ ___
-----------------------------------·-Name of Person Killed ______________________________________________________ Address ______________________________________________________ Age ________ Sex _______ _
Name of Person Killed ______________________________________________________ Address _______________________________________.Age ________ Sex _______ _
Name of Person Injured _________________________________________________ Address _____________________________________ Age ________ Sex _______ _
Name of Person Injured _____________________________ ____________________ Address ________________
Precautions Which Might Have Prevented Accident: _______________________

____ Age ________ Sex _______ _
-----------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - - -
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KNOW THE OWNER'S MANUAL
(IDENTIFICATION OF PARTS)

An owner's manual is included with every new car
when it is delivered. The manual is to help the operator
become familiar with all the instruments and controls.
It points out where they are, what they are for, and
how to use them correctly. In addition the manual
gives helpful hints for safe and economical operation
of the car.

YOUR CAR MUST HAVI THIS EQUIPMENT

Keys and Locks

Identify the keys with what they operate. L~arn
how each key locks and unlocks.
There are some locks on the car that are not key
operated. These are the front and rear door locks
when operated from the inside of the car; the hood
latch, and the vent glass lock. The glove compartment
may or may not have a key.

Red Tail 1.J9ht,
Red Reflectors
ancl Stc»t, utht

What's on the Panel?

Panel controls are for the convenience of the driver;
for checking on the operation of the engine and car,
and for controlling lights, air flow, heat, windshield
wiper and radio. These are clearly shown in the owner's
manual.
Go over each of these controls carefully to fix their
location and function. There may be 12 to 18 or more.

"Our Cars And Roads Have Been Improved . . . Now
Let's Improve Our Drivin&''

Other Controls ( not including gears)

There are some 12 or more other controls that are
used in the operation of the car, or for convenience
and safety. In the operation there are steering wheel,
horn, clutch ( except on some cars with automatic
transmission), brake, accelerat<;>r:, head light beam
selector, directional signals, and parking brake. In
addition there are window controls, front seat ad19

justment, air flow control ( other than on panel), rear
view mirror, side ·view mirrors, sun visor, door check
for holding doors open, and others, depending on
models and makes.
Gears
The owner's manual will show the different gear
systems. These systems may be listed generally as cqnventional, conventional with over-drive, and automatic.
Determine which your car has and learn the operation
as given in the owner's manual.
Gas Tank
Location of the filler opening varies with makes
and models. Learn the location for convenience in
filling at service stations. The gauge on the panel
shows the approximate amount of fuel in the tank. On
most cars the gauges do not function when the ignition is off.
Basic Parts
The car consists of four main parts :
1. Engine - The "heart" of the car. It produces the
power to move the car.
2. Power Train (Drive System)-A network of
clutches, gears, shafts and axles that transmit power
from the engine to the rear wheels.
3. The Chassis - This is the framework on which the
other parts are mounted. These parts include front
suspension, front and rear wheels, steering gear,
springs, and shock absorbers.
4. The Body

Under the Hood
This is the engine compartment. The parts and attachments found here all ·serve a purpose. Proper
identification will help you to better understand the
car's operation.

LET'S DO
1. Check all cars at your meeting to see that lights are working- high beam and low beam - tail and
directional signals.
Arrange for a demonstration at a garage of head light ad justing.
3. Complete the following information about your own car:
Make of Car_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ __ __ Model -------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------------Name of Keys __________________ Function _________________

----------------------

- - - - - - - ----------·- ---------------

Inside door locks. Type
Front door type _ _ __

--------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - describe

Rear door type - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - · - - - - - -- - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - describe

Hood latch. Location _ _ _ __ ___________________________________________
Panel:
Ignition Switch
Turn_ _ _ _ _ _ _ to tum on ignition.
Turn_ _ _ __ _ _to tum on and start motor.
If separate starting switch where _ _ _ _ _ _ _ how operat"""-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Turn_ _ __ ___to operate accessories only.
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Oil pressure indicator type
Hand____________________________ high, low ___________

Warning light________________ normal, low ____________________________ ~---·

Fuel Gauge
-------Location -----------------------------------------------·---- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---Special indication for low suppIY-------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------Temperature Gauge
Location ----------------------------------------------------------~ ----------------------------

-----

Cold__________ Normal__________ Hot __________ Other ______________ ------------------------------------------- -----------------------------Generator Indicator
Location -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------------Pointer____________________
Warning light ----------------------------------------------- --- - ----- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Other . ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Speedometer
---------------------------------Location -------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------Dial numbered ---------------------------~to---------------------------- --------------------------------·----------------------------Main lights control
Park ing· lights __ ___ ____ __ __ ___ how controIIed ___________ ~---_____ -----____ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Head lights____________________ how controlied ____________________ --------------------- -----------------------------------------------·--------Panel lights ________________________ control__________________________________________________________________ ----------------------

+ -------------------- - ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Interior lights _____ control ________ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Windshield wiper control
Location ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Positions On ________________ Off________________ Other________________ ---------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------Manual choke control (not on cars with automatic chokes)
Location ---------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -----Heater - Air Flow controls
Location -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------List positions ------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- - - -- - ..
Other controls:
Parking brake position ____________________________________________________________ --------------------------------------------------------------To release ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------Headlight beam selector ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Position -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Other air flow controls
Position ------------------------------------- ------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------.-------- -- ·
Front seat adjustment
Location ---------------------------------------------------------------- ____________________ ·-----------------------------· - - - 1nc hes seat can be moved ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ---------------Inch es seat can be raised or lowered -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Directional signals
Location of indicator lights _____________________________________ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ___ _
Gears
Standard transmission.________________________________________________________________________________________________ yes__________________ no _ _ __
Over-drive ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ yes ____________ ---~-_ no _________________ _
Automatic transmission _______________________________________________________________________________________________yes__________________ no _________________ _
Positions ( selector lever or stations>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Engine starts only when lever is at__ ____________________ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

2l

Gas tank
Filler opening location ______________________________________________________

Capacity of tank ____________________________________________ gallons.

Breaking in
Recommendations for breaking in new car are:

1. --------------------------------

2. ------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. ------------------------ - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4. -----------------------------Other --------------------------------·---

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Brakes
What advice is given on brake adjustment?

1.

- - - - - - - - - - ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.

---·--------------------------------------------·- - -----------------------------

3. ----------------------------- -----------------------------------------------·---

- - - - - - - - - - --------------------------------------------

Other ----------·--------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Parking Brake
Give information that is listed as to the use of the parking brake:

1.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------------

2. -------------------------

---------'--------------------------------------------

- - - --------------------- --------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------

3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------------Other __________________

--------------------------------

---------

Safety
What cautions or warnings are given in the manual?

1.

2.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

3.

4.

------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------------

5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·-------·- -------------6.

---------------------------------

Other - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------ --------------------------------------------------------

LET'S ANSWER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The gasoline tank holds only 10 gallons (yes)________ (no) ________ .
Oil pressure gauge indicates quantity of oil in the engine (yes) ________ (no) ________ ,
A smaJI red light on the panel indicates when the head lights are on high beam (yes) ________ (no) ________ ,
When you can push the brake pedal to the floor it is in proper adjustment (yes) ________ (no) ________ .
The parking brake can also be used for emergency stops (yes)________ (no) --------·
Always be sure that the parking brakes are fully released before moving the car (yes) ________ (no) ________ .
A full stop is recommended when changing gears from forward to revers~ or reverse to forward (yes) _______ _
(no) ________ .

8. All car keys are numbered by the manufacturer (yes) ________ (no) --------·
9. It is recommended that the gears be in neutral before starting the engine (yes) ________ (no) ________.
10. Starting and running an engine in a closed garage is dangerous (yes) ________ (no) ________ ,
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THE ENGINE IN GENERAL
SIMPLE PRINCIPLES OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION
The ENGINE is the power plant for an automobile.
All prt:.sent-day automobiles are powered by INTERNAL COMBUSTION engines. INTERNAL means inside or enclosed. COMBUSTION is the "act of
burning." Thus an internal combustion engine is one
in which the fuel "burns inside" the cylinder, that is,
inside the same cylinder which produces the power to
turn the crankshaft. In a Steam Engine, the fuel can
burn almost anywhere as long as it turns water into
steam which can be led into the cylinder. That is
EXTERNAL COMBUSTION.

Internal

To make an ENGINE RUN, you need three things
- FUEL, AIR, and IGNITION. The fuel mixes with
the air resulting in what is called an air-fuel mixture.
The air-fuel mixture is ignited by the spark plug. The
instant the spark occurs the mixture of fuel and air
will be ignited and will burn very rapidly. When the
fuel and air mixture burns, considerable heat is produced. The heat causes the air and fuel mixture to
expand, pushing the piston down. So an internal combusting engine is fundamentally a container into which
you put air and fuel and start them burning.

External

The CYLINDER is the container and is simply a
hollow ·tube closed at one end.
The PISTON is a cylindrical object which slides in
the tube, and as it fits closely against the wall, it thus
seals the other end of the cylinder. When combustion
takes place, the expansion of the burning mixture
pushes the piston down. So all you have to do now is
connect the sliding piston in some . way to get useful
work from it.
For this you need a CONNECTING ROD and a
CRANKSHAFT. The connecting rod is a straight rod
with one end fastened to a pin, or pivot, in the piston
so the lower end can swing. The crankshaft is a shaft
with its ends mounted in oiled bearings so it can
revolve and thus the offset portion in the middle, the
CRANK, describes a circle as the shaft turns around.
The lower end of the connecting rod is fastened to the
crank, so it must follow the same circular path.
You probably have ridden a bicycle at some time
during your life. The lower part of the leg of a bicycle
rider is a connecting rod. It moves approximately up
and down in a straight line. The foot follows the pedal,
and therefore goes in a circle.
When the piston of the engine is pushed downward
from the pressure of the expanding gases, the upper
end of the connecting rod moves downward with the
piston, in a straight line. This is your knee. The lower
end of the connecting rod must move down also, ·and
the only path it can move in is the circular one prescribed by the crank. This is your foot. It moves the

PISTON
CYLINDER

CRANKSHAFT

CONNECTING ROD
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crank and rotates the shaft, which is what you wish
to do. As often defined, the crankshaft and connecting
rod combination is a mechanism for the purpos~ of
changing straight-line, back-and-forth motion to circular, or rotary motion.
Here you have the basis of all engines in use today
- cylinder, piston, connecting rod, and crankshaft.
Now see what happens to these parts during the actual
running of an engine.
They obviously must do the same things over and
·over again, so all you have to do is follow them through
one series of events - until they begin to repeat themselves - and you know what they will be doing from
then on. This one series of events is called a cycle.
Most t!ngines today are called FOUR-CYCLE
ENGINES. What is really meant is four-stroke cycle,
but the American habit of abbreviating has eliminated
the middle word, at least in ordinary conversation. It
makes more sense when it is included however, as it
means that there are four strokes of the piston, two up
and two down, to each cycle. Then it starts over again
on another cycle of the same four strokes.
Start with the piston at the top of the cylinder ( only
a small space is left above it). This is as far as the
crank and connecting rod will let it go. On the first
stroke the piston moves down, or away from the
closed end of the cylinder. This is called the INTAKE
STROKE, because during it, a mixture of fuel and air
is drawn into the cylinder. There are various ways of
getting it in, but for the time being just assume there
is some kind of a "door" in the top of the cylinder
which can be opened and closed as desired. When the
piston is at the bottom of its stroke - that is, as far
from the top of the cylinder as it can go - the cylinder
is full of the fuel-air mixture. Note that the crankshaft
has gone halfway around. Then the intake "door" is
closed and the piston starts to go up again. This
second stroke is the COMPRESSION STROKE. It
compresses the contents of the cylinder, so that instead
of filling the whole cylinder the contents all have been
squeezed into that small space at the top. The piston
is back where it started from, and the crankshaft has
gone. all the way around once. The ratio of the whole
cylinder volume to the volume of that small space is
called COMPRESSION RA TIO. For example, suppose the cylinder held 80 cubic inches when the piston
was at the bottom. You could measure this by filling
it full of some liquid such as oil and measuring how
much oil it took. Then do the same thing with the
piston in its uppermost position. Suppose it then took
10 cubic inches. You would say that the engine had
a compression ratio of 8 to 1 . That means that when
the piston is at the top the mixture is squeezed to
one-eighth of its former volume.
About the time the piston reaches the top of its
second stroke, the mixture is ignited. It starts burning

8 wiih the piston at the bottom
1 wiih pistun aJ the top
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essary only to remember four words, in their proper
order:
INTAKE, COMPRESSION, POWER, EXHAUST

and expands. This pushes the piston down, and this
third stroke is called the POWER STROKE. It is what
you really have been getting ready for all the time. It
is what makes the engine run and gives it power. The
pressure forces the piston down to its bottom position
again.
The fourth stroke of the piston is called the EXHAUST STROKE. Another "door" in the top of the
cylinder has been opened, and the hot gases - the
result of burning the air and fuel - start to escape
through it. As the piston rises it helps them along,
pushes them out the "door." At the end of this stroke
the cylinder is practically clear of the burned gases, and
the piston is in its top position ready to start on the
first, or intake, stroke.
The crankshaft has now gone all the way around
twice. This should be noted carefully. One of the
principal features of the four-stroke-cycle engine is that
the crankshaft makes two revolutions during every
cycle. To put it another ·way, there is only one power
stroke to two revolutions of the engine.
The four-stroke cycle is often called the OTTO
cycle, from the name of the m~n who built the first
engine of this type over 75 years ago. To keep the
essentials of this cycle straight in our minds, it is nee-

There are various methods of getting the air-fuel
m'ixture into -the cylinder and the hot gases out of the
cylinder. The most common is through holes or passages at the top of the cylinder which are opened and
closed at the proper time by "doors" called POPPET
VAL YES. The number of valves is normally two per
cylinder, an intake ·valve and an exhaust valve.

'

The INTAKE VAL VE opens before the piston
reaches "Top-dead-center," (T.D.C.) and starts down
on the intake stroke. The piston, moving down, creates
. a partial vacuum in the cylinder - which lowers the
pressure inside - and the atmospheric pressure outside
pushes the air-fuel mixture in to fill up the space. The
intake valve remains open until the piston starts up
on the Compression Stroke.
The EXHAUST VALVE is opened before the piston reaches the end of the Power Stroke. The hot gases
are forced out past the exhaust valve by the piston
moving up on the Exhaust Stroke. The exhaust valve
does not close until the piston reaches T.D.C. and has
started down again on the intake stroke.
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The valves are located in the block beside the cylinders in some engines; this arrangement is called the
L-head type. Many engines have valves located in the
head of the engine and are commonly called "overhead
valves," but the proper name is I-head type. Some
engines have one valve in the block and the other in
the head. This is called the F-head type.
So far you have been considering one cylinder
engines. But automobiles don't have "one lungers"
anymore. Add more cylinders so you have a four,
six, or an eight cylinder engine. An engine with cylinders side by side is a "Straight Engine," also called
''In-Line Engine." The other common engine arrange. ment is a "V-Engine." In this engine there are two
rows (banks) of cylinders beside each other using
one crankshaft.
With many cylinders working together, the crankshaft is so arranged that when the Power Stroke is
occurring in one cylinder, Compression is going on in
another, Intake in a third and Exhaust in a fourth.
Therefore, if you have a four cylinder engine~ you
always have one piston furnishing power to the crankshaft. When more than four cylinders are used, say
six or eight, there is actually an overlapping of power
strokes. The orderly function of pistons in an engine
to deliver power is referred to as the FIRING ORDER.
This requires that the engine cylinders be numbered.
On "In-Line Engines," the cylinders are numbered in
order from front to back. The cylinder nearest the
radiator would be number 1. There is more variation
in the numbering of cylinders on "V-type engines."
Some number the cylinders on the left bank 1, 3, 5, 7
and on the right bank of cylinders 2, 4, 6, and 8.
Others number the cylinders in the right bank 1, 2, 3, 4
and the left bank 5, 6, 7, 8. Find out from your
owner's manual how the cylinders of your engine are
numbered, and what firing order is used.
Now that you know a little about what makes an
engine run, let's see how you start it and keep it
running.
YOU have to get the crankshaft turning before the
engine will start. You give it this initial start by
means of an electric motor. This is somewhat similar
to the motor in a vacuum cleaner or washing machine.
It runs on electricity from the battery and the starter
button is simply an electric switch something like a
wall switch which turns on lights in your home. On
many cars today the starting switch is a part of the
ignition lock. The switch key turns the electricity on
and the starting motor turns over the engine.
A battery furnishes the electricity, but several additional pieces of equipment are necessary for a complete
ignition system. A coil and breaker points cooperate in
raising the voltage to a high figure, and the distributor
is responsible for getting the high voltage electricity

to the right spark plug at the right time to ignite the
fuel air mixture.
There is one more piece of electrical equipment
which · is important. This is the generator. It looks
something like the starting motor, but its job is just
the opposite. Instead of taking electricity from the
battery to rotate the engine, the generator is driven
by the engine and generates an electric current which
feeds back into the battery to keep it charged for
starting. While the car is being driven at normal
speeds, the generator supplies power to the ignition
system, lights, radio and other electrical units.
Before starting any engine, make sure it is out of
gear; that is, in neutral. The owner's manual wiH
give the proper steps in starting.
Caution: Carbon monoxide is a poisonous gas.
Never start or run the engine in a closed garage.
As an engine is starting, the choke - restricts the
amount of air to fuel, giving a rich starting mixture.
Combustion taking place in the presence of insufficient
oxygen results in the formation of carbon monoxide
along with carbon dioxide and water, which make up
the normal exhaust gases.
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LET'S ANSWER
Answer the questions by drawing a line under the statement you think is correct. Place the letter in the square
at the right of the page.
I.

An automobile engine is · (A. an external combustion engine) (B. ari internal combustion engine) (C. a
two-cycle engine) .

2. The crankshaft turns (A. once to every two strokes of a piston) (B. once to each stroke of a piston)
( C. twice to each stroke of a piston) .

D
D

3. In a single cylinder four-stroke cycle engine there is a power stroke for _every (A. revolution of the
crankshaft) (B . two revolutions of the crankshaft) (C. every four revolutions of the crankshaft) .

D

4. At the start of the intake stroke ( A. only the intake valve is open) ( B. only the exhaust valve is op.e n)
( C. both intake and exhaust valves are open).

D

5. At bottom-dead-center ( B.D.C.) just starting the compression stroke the ( A. exhaust valve is open)
( B. the intake valve is open -and the exhaust closed) ( C. the intake valve is closed) .

D

6. Ignition of the fuel-air mixture takes place (A. slightly before top-dead-center [T.D.C.]) (B. at T .D.C .)
(C. after the piston has started down on the power stroke).

D

7. The exhaust valve opens (A. before B.D.C. on the power stroke) (B. at B.D.C. on the power stroke)
(C. after B.D.C. on the power stroke).
8. The two common types of cylinder arrangements used in automobile engines are (A. straight and
opposed) (B. V. and in-line) (C. V. and radical).
9. In a four cylinder engine with a firing order of 1, 3-4 ~ 2, if piston number 1 is halfway down on the Power
Stroke, on what stroke is piston number 4? (A. Exhaust) (B. Compression) (C. Intake).

D
D

D

LET'S DO
1. Name of engine ____________________________________________________ ________________________________ -------------------------______ ---------------____ -----------__ _
Manufacturer __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Number of cylinders __-------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ___ __
3. What type of engine? "V" or "in-line"? __________________ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Is the engine a two or four stroke cycle?----------·---------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. What type valve arrangement in your engine? _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ _
6. How are the cylinders numbered? ________________________________________________-------------------------------------------------------------------------7. What is the firing order of your engine? ________________ ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------8. What is the Compression Ratio of your engine?__ ___________ __________________________________________________________________________________ _
9 . What type of oil is recommended for the engine? -- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· __
l 0 . How many quarts of oil does the engine hold?. _____ __-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------____
1 I. What grade of transmission-differential lubricant is recommended? Summer ________________ Winter _______________________
12. What is the capacity of the cooling system? ________-------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13 . If you used a different engine at club meetings, how many cylinders?__ _____ _________________________________________ ______ ______
14. What type engine? __________ _____ ______ ____---- -------------------------- What type valves? ___ ______------- ---------------------------------------------15. If the head is off the "Club engine," set up several problems as : When Piston No. I is one inch from ( T .D.C. )
on the Compression Stroke, what are each of the other pistons doing? That is, what stroke is each on and
in what position is the Intake Valve? The Exhaust Valve? Many problems can be set up by varying the
start of No. I until everyone is famil iar with how the pistons and valves work in relating one to another.
28
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WHAT MAKES A CAR RUN
Drive Sy•tem

"What makes a car run?"
"Why the engine, of course," is the reply.
But someone objects, "No, the wheels turning
around make it go."
Now isn't that ridiculous - you need both the
engine and the wheels to make the car go. But a lot
of people forget about the second part of the chain
of power. They take for granted that if the engine
runs, there's nothing else to think about. However,
the engine furnishes a crank shaft, turning around at
a certain speed and with a certain force, and the car
rolls itself along on the ground. But a lot of things
happen between the two places - the engine and the
wheels.
The automobile engine, you might say, acts like a
powerful giant turning a crank handle which exerts a
twisting force on the shafts and gears connecting the
engine to the wheels. Suppose you see how this would
work in an automobile transmission system:

The ·first thing behind the engine is the clutch. Its
job is to connect or disconnect the engine from the
rear wheels and the remainder of the power transmission system. This permits starting and stopping the
engine and car, and shifting the gears. Some cars
have automatic drives in which the clutch pedal is
eliminated; however, some type of fluid device serves
as the clutch.
Directly behind the clutch is the transmission. It is
used in automobiles to enable you to change the speed
of the engine in relation to the speed of the rear wheels ..
The transmission is a system of gears which are
changed to meet operating needs and is provided so
that the engine speed may be "geared down" to get
full power at slow speeds and so the car may be
operated in either direction. The transmission gives
you this increased pulling force, and also allows the
engine to run faster. The latter is important because

-

-
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3. The automatic transmission. The owner's manual gives instructions for starting and operation
of the car. There are several types of automatic
transmissions.

the engine does not develop very much power at low
speed.
There are three types of transmissions:
1. The . complete transmission of the conventional
type with three speeds forward and one reverse.
Gear shifting is done by the operator by movement of the gear shift lever or by pushing a
button.
2. The conventional type transmission with an overdrive feature. The over-drive permits a fourth
speed after speeds of 20 to 30 miles are. reached.
To return to conventional high gear the accelerator is pushed to the floor. In most cases the
over-drive may be "locked-out" by use of the
over-drive control handle.

From the transmission, the propeller shaft, or drive
shaft, goes back to the rear axle. It has one or more
universal joints, which allow the rear axle to move up
or down in relation to the transmission without bending or breaking the shaft.

'

In the rear axle there are two sets of gears combined
in the differential assembly. This enables the propeller
shaft to drive the rear axle shafts and also permits one
axle to go faster than the other when the car turns
a curve.

REVERSE

FIRST OR LOW SPEED

SECOND OR INTERMEDIATE SPEED

THIRD OR HIGH SPEED
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If .you never had to turn a corner you would not
need the differential gears. But when you turn a corner the outside wheel has to travel farther than the
inside wheel, and so has to go faster during the turn.
This movement is like a squad of soldiers making a
turn; the outside man has to march much faster than
the one on the inside. On the automobile, though, a
set of differential gears takes care of this. The action
is entirely automatic.
The axle shafts, of course, drive the wheels and
make the car move, which is the point you have been
getting to all this time. You now have a complete
drive system just as was outlined at the beginning of
this section. Power starts at the engine and even-

tually, after passing through various mechanisms so
that it will arrive in the proper form, gets to the
rear wheels.

Brake•
You now have learned how to get the car to move.
Another very important point is to be able to stop it.
Most cars have two independent braking systems.
One system, operated by a pedal, is used most frequently and is known as the "foot brake" or "service
brake." The other brake is usually operated by a
hand lever and is intended primarily as a "parking
brake" but if the foot brakes fail to stop the car, it
can be used as an "emergency brake."
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in such a manner as to make use of the rear-wheel
brake shoes of the hydraulic brake. A trigger-released
ratchet locks the hand lever in any desired position.
A " step-on" parking brake designed for foot operation, is a recent development in car parking systems.

The .service brake has a brake in each of the four
wheels to stop them. The braking action is like rubbing a stick against the rim of a child's wagon wheels.
In the automobile brake, "shoes" covered with a special friction material are forced against the inside of
a metal drum which rotates with the wheel. A system
of tubes filled with liquid runs from the brake pedal
in the driver's compartment to each brake, and this
liquid transmits pressure from the driver's foot to the
brake shoe.

Tires
Tires are the main parts of automobile wheels and
have a great deal to do with the safety, driving comfort and operation <?f the car. Tu~eless tires are now
standard equipment on most cars.
The following rules are helpful in obtaining good
tire service:
I • Pressure - Maintain pressure as suggested in the
owner's manual.

Parking Brake
The parking brake may be a single brake band that
acts on a small drum mounted on the propeller shaft
at the r$!ar of the transmission, or it may be connected

PARKING BRAKE CONTROL HANDLE '.

FRONT BRAKE"'ASSEMit.Y-AND DRUM]
,
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2. Inspection - Tubeless tires will pick up nails and
other objects without a noticeable loss of air
which normally would cause a tire and tube to
go flat. Regular inspection is suggested in most
owner's manuals.
3. Changing a wheel - Under many present day
conditions tires seldom need changing on the
road and many drivers caught by a "flat" are
at a loss as to how to change a wheel. It would
be well to practice the procedure of mounting
the spare as illustrated in the owner's manual.
4. Switching tires -A planned system of switching
or tire rotation usually is recommended. This
practice will give longer tire mileage and distrioute wear over all five tires. ( Cannot be used
where snow grip tires are used on the rear.)
5. Balancing tires - Tires may wear u·nevenly from
several causes. Any abnormal vibration in the
steering may be a sign that a tire has lost its
original balance. In case of undue wear it is
well to rotate the tires and then have the front
wheels balanced.
6. Wheel alignment- It is true also that a car
may lose its proper front wheel alignment causing poor steering and uneven tire wea·r. A check
once a year is recommended to insure good
steering and longer tire life.
7. Good tread on tires is important to the safe
operation of a car even when one is a careful
driver. A fast stop may be necessary at any
time; one factor in control of the car is good
tire traction. Smooth tires give poor and uneven
braking and tend to let the car slide just when
the driver needs complete control.

LET'S. DO
1. Study the underside of a car on a hoist at a garage or service station.
a. Locate - engine - transmission - propeller shaft - universal joints - differential assembly.
b. Locate - foot brake - parking brake - master cylinder.
c. Check the hydraulic system for possible leaks and dents with the aid of the leader.
d. Identify other parts of the cars.
2. Check tire pressure and inspect all tires.
3. Demonstrate the safe use of a jack.
4. Demonstrate changing a wheel.
5. Have a wheel alignment demonstration at a garage or service station with use of alignment equipment.
6. Have leader or attendant pull a wheel and show parts of the brake.
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7. Co_mplete the following statements:
Tire pressure recommended on your car ________________ -------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------Tire pressure as measured on your car ________________ ------------------------------------------- - ~ - - - - ------------- - --

Size of tires ____________________________ -------- - - ------------------------

--------------

Depth of tread ______________________
left front

Is jack in order?_ _ _ _ __

right front

left rear

right rear

- - - - - - - - - - - -----------------------------------------

General condition of tires____ -----------------------left front

right front

left rear

- --

spare

- - - - - - - ----------------

------------

right rear

spare

(Check for smooth treads, bad cuts, injured sidewalls, uneven tread wear.)
Foot Clutch __________________________ yes --·- - - -_________ no ______ _

- - - - - -------------------- - - - -

Transmission____________________ conventional__ __________________-------------------------~-----------------------------------over-drive________________________ au to matic_ _ _____ -------------------------------------------------------·---______________________ _
Position of over-drive lever if equipped ______________________________________________________._ _ _ __
Forward driving positions on automatic drive~-----------------------------·-----

LET'S ANSWER
1. A clutch is used so that the engine may run with the car standing still (yes) __________ (no) __________.

2. The universal joint is directly behind the clutch (yes) __________ (no) ----------·
3. The universal joint ( A. allows the rear axle to move up or down in relation to the transmission without
bending or breaking the shaft) (B. allows the transmission gears to rotate without turning the rear wheels)
(A) ---------- ( B.) -----~----·

4. The Parking Brake is effective on all four wheels (yes) __________ (no) ----------·
5. The purpose of the differential is to (A. give a different speed to each wheel when turning) (B. give a lower
gear ratio for hard pulls) (A.) __________ (B) ----------·
6. The drive shaft is used to connect the transmission to the rear axle (yes) __________ (no) __________ _
7. With tubeless tires the air pressure remains constant regardless of speed (yes) __________ (no) ----------·
8. Front tires can be abnormally worn by (A. tires underinflated) (B. broken leaf spring)
(A) __________ ( B) __________ .
9. The transmission is used only to change direction of travel (forward to reverse) (yes) __________ (no) __________ _
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CARKEEPING
After you learn to drive you probably will be permitted to use the family car on occasion. You can
show your appreciation for this privilege by assuming
responsibility for keeping the car clean.
Just as good grooming is an important factor for
an individual's health, cleanliness is necessary for properly maintaining an automobile. A clean, neat car
helps preserve the value of your family's investment.
It also indicates you are proud of a valuable and
useful possession.
With very little effort and relatively small expense
for supplies, you can keep the car clean inside and
out. The owner's manual will contain information
about cleaning and polishing your car.

Upholstery and Floors

The upholstery and floor covering may be of such
materials as leather, plastic, nylon, or fabric. The
removal of dust and dirt often will do much to pro-

INTERIOR CARE
Dust. and Dirt

Clean the interior of the car often. Empty glove
compartment, ash trays, and rear shelf. Take out
seats and removable mats. Use a whisk broom
and/or vacuum cleaner to remove all dust and dirt
from upholstery, floor, and trim. Wipe dust from
hard surfaces with a damp cloth. Remove dust from
seats and rugs.
Remember the Trunk

It is easy to neglect the trunk. First empty it,
sweep it out, and then vacuum it thoroughly. Be sure
to. remove dust and dirt from trunk channel. Wash
floor with a solution of warm water and mild detergent.
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long the life and attractiveness of the upholstery.
However, constant use will soil them or spots and
stains may occur. In either case, determine the type
of material and· the nature and age of stain. Remove
spots and stains as soon as possible after they have
been made. Get a reliable dry cleaning establishment
to recommend a method. Fabric upholstery, leather,
and rugs may be cleaned with a _concentrated foam
cleaner made especially for cars. Some seat covers
are washable and may be laundered in the home
washer.
Repair oj Upholstery Materials

Because of the nature of the use of a car on the
farm, it is very easy for the upholstery or seat covers
to be snagged. Repair the torn place immediately.
It may be a repair job you can easily do, or you may
need _to ask the advice of your serviceman.
EXTERIOR CARE
Washing

One of the best ways to -preserve the original beauty
of your car's finish is to keep it clean. When possible,
avoid parking under trees which discharge sap. The
exterior surface will be better protected if you have a
garage or other shelter for storage when the car is
not in use. Wash the car frequently to remove road
grime, salt and insects. To a great extent the weather
will determine how often this should be done. More
frequent washings are needed in rainy, snowy or
dusty weather.
There should be plenty of working space on all sides
of the car which is to be washed. When parked on a
hard surface, the interference of dust and mud will be
eliminated. Never wash the car in the direct rays of
the sun, nor when the metal surfaces are hot. Use
either cold or warm water ( never hot). Do not wipe
off dust and dirt from dry metal surfaces because this
may leave scratches.
Begin at the front of the car and work to the back
until one side has been covered. Then repeat in the
same way on the opposite s_ide. Rub a small area of
the metal surface with a bath towel or wash mitt
soaked in cold water. If the car is extremely dirty,
you may use a mild solution of water and a detergent; however, this may remove the wax and the car
should be re-waxed soon. Do not allow the area to
dry, but rinse immediately. Dead insects may be
removed by saturating the area with a mild solution
of water and baking soda or a household cleaner
which does not scratch. Rinse immediately with clear
water. Wash the windshield with a strong detergent
or household cleaner, being careful not to get any on
the· finish. Rinse thoroughly at once. Remove wind-
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shield wiper blades, soak in a solution of warm water
and a detergent, then wash thoroughly and rinse.
Cleaning White Sidewall Tire•

Use a fine grade of steel wool saturated with a
solution of warm water and mild soap or detergent,
or a prepared white sidewall cleaner to loosen severe
road grime and curb dust from white sidewa11 tires.
Rinse immediately with clear water.
Tar Spot.

When a car is driven on hot asphalt roads or over
newly repatred or newly surfaced roads, inspect it
immediately for tar spots. A liquid autq cleaner and
wax or carbon tetrachloride may be used~ If these
spots are not soon removed, they may discolor or
take off the finish.
Tree Sap

Tree sap discolors the car surface when allowed to
remain. In the spring particularly trees may drop sap.
If not immediately removed, the sap not only will
discolor the paint but may cause the paint to come
off, leaving a rust spot. When the car has been parked
under trees and this sap is present, give it a thorough
washing immediately. If any discoloration has taken
place or if any roughness can be detected in the finish,
clean and re-wax the car. The best protection against
tree sap, of course, is the garage.
Rrut Spot•
If a car is cared for properly, rust spots will not

form. If they do occur on the chrome, work on the
areas by using a chrome cleaner. Follow directions
on t~e container. When a chrome cleaner is not
accessible, a glass wax can be substituted to remove
any rust spots on the chrome. If rust spots occur on
painted surfaces, you should ·consult your automobile
dealer or a service station about their removal.
Poli.laing or Waxing

I

Under ordinary conditions, a good coat of wax will
protect the metal surface of the car. Before applying
polish or wax, the metal surface should be perfectly
clean. Liquid cleaners and waxes are easy to apply
and require little or no rubbing. Reports show, however, that the paste wax which requires rubbing serves
its purpose approximately twice as long as the liquid.
When paste wax is used, a cleaner must be applied
first. Should the finish on your car become extremely
dull, a pre-wax cleaner will remove the oxidized or
dull surface and help restore the original luster. Then
wax to protect this luster. Care should be taken not

to rush a pre-wax cleaner or use rt too often because
it may remove all the paint. Re-wax at intervals , of
three to four months for liquid and six months for
paste. The inside dashboard should be cleaned and
polished when similar attention is given the outer
metal surface.
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LET'S DO
CHECK THESE TIPS ON YOUR CAR - KEEPING
1. Taking over certain responsib~lities toward keeping the car clean, inside and out, can possibly speed the time
when you .will be allowed to learn to drive. (Agree) __________ (Disagree) _________ .

2. Proper care of the interior is as important as the care of the exterior of the car (True) --~------- (False) ----------·
3. In cleaning the interior, it is logical to start with the glass. (True) ---------- (False) ----------·
4. What kind of equipment can best be used in cleaning the interior of the car? _ _ _ __
5. Since the interior of the trunk is seldom seen, it is not necessary to consider it as part of the cleaning job.
(Agree) __________ (Disagree) __________ .

·-·

6. The same cleaning process and equipment should be used for all types of upholstery and floor covering.
(True) __________ (False) __________.

7. Cars should be washed only on warm sunny days in the shade. · (True) ________ (False) ________ .
8. The first step in washing a car is to wipe off all dirt and dust with a dry cloth. (True) __________ (False) ----------·

9. Using a strong detergent will speed up and improve the washing process. (True) __________ (False) __________ _
10. Dead insects can be r~moved with a mild solution of baking soda and water. (True) __________ (False) ----------·
11. Tar spots and tree sap may permanently damage the surface. (True) __________ (False) __________ _
12. Rust spots harmful to both chrome and painted surfaces may be removed with any chrome cleaner.
(True) __________ (False) _________ .
13. Waxing the exterior surface of the car is unnecessary when it is washed frequently.
(Agree) __________ (Disagree) ----------·
14. A paste wax will provide a more lasting finish than liquid polishes. (True) __________ (False) ----------·
15. Since most waxes and polishes are very similar, it is not necessary to always read the directions.
(True) _________ (False) __________ .

LET'S ANSWER
Preserving your car makes sense because it saves money. Whether you use a pickup, station wagon, or car,
take time to take care. As you complete one of these topics, check the answer as indicated.
1. What type of vehicle are you using? __ _

- - - - - - - - - - - · - - ------------------------------------------

2. Is your car : ( one color) (two-tone) (three-tone) ------------------------------------------------------ ____________ _
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3. Clean the interior of the car :
What parts of the interior did you clean?______.___________________________________________---------------------What equipment did you use?_________________·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What stain spots did you find?__________ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------What materials did you use?________________________________ --------------------------------------------------How did you remove stain spots? ___________________________________ -----------------------------------------------------··-----

.

-------------T--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

How did you clean soiled upholstery? ____________

-------------------------------------- -----------------------------

4. Wash the car :
How did you clean the glass?-----------------------------~---------~-------------------------------------------------------------Was it necessary to remove dead insects from the front? _ _ _ _ _ __
Explain procedure used----------------------------------------------------------~------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Did you find tar or rust spots on the metal surface? _ __

- - - - - - - - - - --------------

How did you remove them? _________________________________________________
- - - -- ----------------------------------- - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · ----

5. Did you clean the trunk and trunk channel? _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

------------------------

How did you repack it? ______________________________________________ ________________
6. Polish or wax the car:
How did you prepare the metal surface for waxing? ____________
\\:'hat type of wax (liquid or paste) did you use? __________________________________________________________________
Why? ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------How did you apply the wax?_________________________________________________________________
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7. Describe the most difficult job in cleaning the car-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·------

I

- - - - - ---------------------------------------
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8. Record of CARKEEPING jobs I performed:
Type of Work
Date
Example:
Jan. 2

Washed
Exterior

Removed
Tar Spots

X

X

Removed
Tree
Sap

Removed
Rust
Spots

Polished
or Waxed

Cleaned
Interior

Cleaned
Trunk

Cleaned
Upholstery

Other

•

•
Total

9. Did you demonstrate CARKEEPING before others? (Yes) ____________ (No) ------------·
10. What was the topic of your demonstration? ______ _
--------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------------ ------ ------ - ----- ----- ------ ----. --------------- ---- - --- -------- - -- -- --- ·--

11. List the main points in your demonstration ______________________________________ _________________________________________________________________ _
- - ----------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------------- ---- --- - -- -- --- ------- --- -- -- -- -- -- ------ -- - - --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CAR COSTS AND KEEPING
CAR RECORDS

•

•

What does it cost to operate and maintain a car?
This question is asked frequently and the answer
depends on a great many things.
The make and model of the car and its age must
be considered. The section of the country in which
it generally is used, how fast it is driven, and the
driving practices of the operator are others. Also, there
are fixed costs like insurance, license fees, and depreciation. Depreciation means the decrease in value which
occurs as the car gets older.
Items called variable costs also enter the picture.
These cover gasoline and oil, maintenance and repairs,
·
and tires.
Much information about costs is given in a leaflet,
"Your Driving Costs," published by the American
Automobile Association. The leaflet sets forth figures
based on a national average for post-war model cars
in the $2,000 price class which were driven up to
18,000 miles a year.
The figures in the leaflet are grouped under two headings, "Variable Costs" and "Fixed Costs." Here is
what they show:
Variable Costs
Average Per Mile

These variable costs were computed on the basis of
driving done at average speeds. As driving speed increases, according to the AAA, the cost of operation
per mile goes up.

Average Per Year
Fixed Costs
Comprehensive ( fire and theft)
insurance ---------------------------- $ 17.81
Public Liability and Property
Damage insurance ($15,000,
$30,000 and $5,000 limits)
86.65
16.83
License Fees ---------------------------Depreciation ___________________________ _ 477.36
Total -------------------------------- $598.65 a year or
$ 1.64 a day
The AAA states that by using 3 ½ cents per mile
for the variable costs, and placing the fixed costs at
$1.65 per day, "it becomes easy to compute the cost
of operating a car over any given period of time and
over any given mileage."
A large number of motorists, the AAA advises, drive
about 10,000 miles a year. If you apply the average
costs to those motorists, you would get this result:
J0,000 miles at 3 ½ cents __________ $350.00
365 days at $1.65 __________________ 602.25

(in cen ts)

Gasoline and oil ______________________________ .0229
Maintenance ------------------------------------ .0074
r ires ------------------------------------------------ .0051
Total ----------------------------------------

Total --------------------------------- $952.25 or
Cents a mile ________________________
.0952

.03 54 cents
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your car. To protect your investment, you should see
that items of maintenance are performed regularly,
as recommended by your owner's manual. Form
No. 1 will help you see that this is done regularly.
Form No. 2 will show you the monthly cost of operating and maintaining your car.
Form No. 3 shows at a glance what kind and amount
of insurance coverage you have; the company it is with,
and the cost. This form, when filled in, also serves as
a reminder for renewing your insurance. coverage.

You must remember, of course, that the costs listed
here are based on a national average. Actually, there
are great differences in. costs in different sections of
the country because charges for insurance and for license fees are not the same everywhere.
This final section of the Automotive Care and .Safety
Project includes sample forms which will help you
keep track of the cost of operating and maintaining
your car.
Form No. 1 provides a Maintenance Schedule for

•

Form No. 1
MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

Check Each lt(?m When Completed

Item
Safety Inspection,
brakes, lights,
steering, horn

Enter your mileage here
when servicing
is completed

Should be serviced every:

Next servicing
due at:

____________ miles

____________ miles

____________ miles

Lubricate
Chassis

miles

miles

miles

Change Oil

miles

miles

miles

Qean Air
Filter

___________ miles

____________ miles

miles

Check Transmission
Oil Level, automatic
and conventional

·------------ miles

____________ miles

____________ miles

Inspect Tires for
pressure & bruises

____________ miles

miles

____________ miles

Rotate
Tires

____________ miles

____________ miles

____________ miles

Replace Oil
Filter element

____________ miles

____________ miles

____________ miles

aean
Spark Plugs

___________ miles

____________ miles

____________ miles

Check Brake
Adjustment

miles

____________ miles

____________ miles

Drain
Transmission

___________ miles

------------ miles

____________ miles

Repack Front
Wheel Bearings

miles

____________ miles

___________ miles

Repack
Universal Joints

____________ miles

____________ miles

____________ miles
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Form No. 2.
Cost Account for Month or' ----------------------------------- ------------------, 19-----------Speedometer
Reading

Date

Gals.

Gasoline

Cost

Oil

Qts.

Cost

Service Charge
G-grease
W-wash
Cost

Kind

Repairs

Cost

1
2

3

4
5

6
7

.

8

9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16
17

•

18

19

20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29

30

31

Gals.

Monthly Totals

•

························
··

Qts.

Cost $ ..........................

···············
·······

Cost $ ..... ... ..... .......

Cost $ ...................

C.Ost $ ........... .........

Speedometer Reading
Last Day of Month _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - -

Cost of Operation this Month [Totals
of all columns] _ ____ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Speedometer Reading
First Day of Month _ _ _ _ __

Monthly Charge for Insurance [ 1 / 12th
of total annual premium-from Form
No. 1]

Miles Traveled _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - -

Total Expense this Month _ ___ - - - - - - -

Miles per Gallon of Gasoline [divide
total miles driven by total gallons of
gasoline consumed]

Cost per Mile this Month [Divide
total cost by total miles driven] ________ - - - - - -
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Form No. 3

INSURANCE CHARGES

Kind of Insurance

Date of
Renewal

Company

Amount of
Protection

Annual Premium

Liability (bodily injury and property
damage to others)

•

Medical Payments
Personal Accident
Comprehensive ( Fire, Theft, Glass
Breakage, etc. - loss to own car)
Collision ( damage to own car)
Total Annual Premium

LET'S ANSWER
Answer "True" or "False" to each of the following questions.
True
1. The miles per gallon on a tank of fuel is a satisfactory guide to the cost of
operation of your car ------------------------~-------------------------------------------------2. Variable costs are computed on the basis of average driving speed __________________
3. Insurance is .an item of fixed costs -----------------------------------------------------------------4. Systematic servicing of spark plugs will save money in the long run _____________ _
5. The miles per gallon for a period of a month, including both rural and
town driving, is the most accurate picture of auto efficiency ________________________ _
G. Liability insurance protects against damage to your own car _______________________ _
7. The term "comprehensive" includes fire, theft, tornado, etc. _______________________ "
8. Liability insurance rates are based on the age of a car ---------------------------------9. Are there charges other than those discussed, such as taxes, which apply to
your particular area? Outline them. -------------------------------------------------------------10. Check the amount and type of insurance being carried on your family car.
List below.
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False

•

•

•

YOUR 4-H PROJECT
IN AUTOMOTIVE CARE AND SAFETY
Designed especially for teen-agers, this 4-H project, in which you have taken part, was offered this year for the
first time on a nationwide basis. You can help us make this project better for those who take it in future years.
Please let us know what you accomplished, and the discussions and activities that were most interesting and helpful
to you.
l. What did you enjoy the most about this project? ______________________________________________________________________________________________ _
------------------------------------------------------------------ - - -

2·. Is there something you would like to have added, left out or changed? ______________________________________________________

3. Which of the nine sections was most interesting?__________________________________ Least interesting? _________________________________ _
Can you explain why? __________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _

4. What persons or groups in your community helped or worked with you? ____ ________________________________________________________ _

-- -- - ------ ---- --------- ----------------------- - -- - ---- --- - - - ---- -- -- - ------ - - -- - - - - - - ----- - ---- - - - -- - -- - -- - -- --- -- -- ------ ---- - ----- -- - --- - ----- ---------- ---------- ---- ---- -- -- - -
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5. Was it interesting to have both boys and girls work together in the club fo r this project? ------------------------------------6. What have you done .in connection with this project?
(a) In caring for the family car--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------

( b) Recognizing and removing road hazards __________________________________________ :. _______________________·_____________________________________ _
- - - - - ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( c) Learning rules and courtesies of the road _______~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( d) Learning about the engine or what makes a car run ___________________________________________________________________________________ _

( e) Learning about and keeping cost records _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ _

( f) Other ------------------------------------------------------------ ______

_________________________ --------------------------------------------------______

•
Name _______________________________________________________________________________________________________
County ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _
State __________________ .
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MY NOTES
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